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Grouse moor management has been

the subject of much attention during

the summer period across a range of

issues such as the environment and

species conservation, satellite tagging

and wildlife crime, mountain hares

and the start of the season on 

August 12.

 

With the Scottish Government’s

review into grouse moor management

due to be published shortly, rural

organisations wished to provide the

following update to parliamentarians.

We would be pleased to provide

additional detail where required. 



CLIMATE  CHANGE  /
ENVIRONMENT

As the Scottish Government has declared a ‘climate

emergency’, the role of grouse moors in delivering

environmental benefits has once again been put under the

spotlight.

 

Peatland in Scotland currently holds more than 1·6 billion

tonnes of carbon. Landowners and moorland managers are

working closely with government agencies to ensure that our

peatlands are in a good condition for future generations. In the

past five years, 18,990 hectares of peatland have been restored

across Scotland, making a positive contribution to carbon

sequestration and the management of water in upland areas. 

 

Recent published research has confirmed the benefits of

muirburn for biodiversity and wildfire prevention and

challenged earlier work which implied that it was deleterious

for carbon sequestration: 

 

 

 

 

 

The Scottish Fire and Rescue Service has recognised the

contribution of private estate staff and equipment in fighting

the worst spate of spring wildfires, most notably in Morayshire.

Gamekeepers from Grampian, Speyside, Tomatin and Loch Ness

came out with their specialist firefighting equipment,

professional expertise and understanding of controlled burning

methods to help the Scottish Fire & Rescue Service bring it

under control.

 

The Moorland Forum will be developing practical guidance

related to the Muirburn Code and grouse moor owners and

land managers are actively involved in that process.

https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.13476

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-018-0266-6

https://doi.org/10.1111/1365-2664.13476
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41561-018-0266-6


SPECIES  CONSERVATION

The Highland golden eagle project has helped to deliver an

increase in the territory occupation and breeding success of

golden eagles in the Monadhliaths and north west of the

Cairngorms National Park, with eight pairs of golden eagles

nesting successfully. This has actively involved many grouse

moors.  Some surplus eagle chicks have been able to be moved

to the Scottish Borders as part of the South of Scotland Golden

Eagle reintroduction project. Unfortunately that project has

suffered a remarkable feat where a young eagle from last year

has killed two young birds from this year in behaviour that

hasn’t been observed before in the wild.

 

In a separate study, gamekeepers at Invercauld Estate in the

Cairngorms National Park recorded 31 Red and Amber listed

bird species, comprising 1,072 nesting pairs of birds on the

estate, following a survey conducted between May and July

2019. The results show the remarkable diversity of birds that are

nationally under threat nesting on the estate including merlin,

curlew, lapwing and kestrel.



LOSS  OF  GAMEKEEPING  IN
SOUTH  WEST  SCOTLAND

The report found that increases in the numbers of hen

harriers during the keepered phase of the Langholm Moor

Demonstration Project contrasted with a collective decline

in other SPAs in south west Scotland where there was almost

no grouse keepering

The numbers of black grouse attending leks declined by 80%

during an approximate 15-year period from the early 1990s

onwards. However, twice as many lekking males were found

where gamekeepers were employed to provide driven grouse

shooting.  In Muirkirk & North Lowther Uplands, where

keepering has sharply declined, there has been an 84% drop

in golden plover population, 88% drop in lapwing and 61%

drop in curlew were recorded, some of which are key red

listed species.

A new scientific report launched in July by the Game and

Wildlife Conservation Trust found that ending grouse moor

management risks declines and possible local extinctions of a

range of ground-nesting bird species.

 

The research looked at the impact of stopping grouse

management on wader species in the south west of Scotland.

Its conclusions are drawn from studies in two Special

Protection Areas: Muirkirk & North Lowther Uplands and

Langholm/Newcastleton Hills.

 

 

 



WILDLIFE  CRIME

Significant media attention remains focused on wildlife crime

and in particular, alleged incidents regarding satellite-tagged

raptors. Our organisations continue to wholeheartedly

condemn all forms of wildlife crime, and are fully committed to

improving prevention, detection and prosecution. We support

the Scottish parliamentary petition by the Scottish

Gamekeepers Association seeking to establish greater rigour

and independence into the tagging of birds and subsequent

monitoring

 

Despite a recent report from RSPB, our organisations await the

publication of official data of wildlife crime incidents in 2018

from the Scottish Government. This provides authoritative

reporting from sources including Police Scotland and COPFS. In

recent years, official data has shown that raptor persecution

incidents are at an all time low. Nevertheless, we are

wholeheartedly committed to eradicating this problem where

is still exists.

 

Allegations made by opponents of grouse shooting over the

summer of criminal activity on grouse moors are not being

pursued by Police Scotland. Estates have also issued

unprecedented and emphatic rebuttals of such allegations. The

result is, sadly, that the debate around raptor persecution has

been polarised further at a time when we believe that

partnership working could deliver better results.

 

Our organisations have also been frank in our condemnation of

the recent conviction of a gamekeeper, Alan Wilson, with a

series of wildlife offences on land managed for low ground

pheasant shooting in the Scottish Borders. This reckless act is

viewed as completely unacceptable for those of us who care

passionately about wildlife and conservation.

 

In this regard, we continue to call for tougher penalties -

including bigger fines and longer prison sentences than

currently available – for wildlife crime. We have responded to

the recent Scottish Government consultation on this basis.

 



INDEPENDENT  REVIEW  OF

GROUSE  MOOR  MANAGEMENT  
(WERRITTY  REVIEW)

The review into grouse moor management commissioned by

the Scottish Government two years ago is due to conclude its

deliberations and produce its final report soon.  

 

The second phase of a parallel research project to look at

socio/economic and biodiversity impacts of grouse

management has been awarded to SRUC and the James

Hutton Institute, with a preliminary report expected by the end

of 2019.  It is expected to help inform the implementation of

the recommendations from the Werritty Report next year.

 

Rural organisations with an interest in the Werritty Report have

formed an informal alliance under the banner of RELM (Rural

Environment Land Management) to help co-ordinate and

streamline responses and communications ahead of the

publication of the final report.

 



MOUNTAIN  HARE  /  FOX

CONTROL  LEGISLATION

Alison Johnstone MSP (Green) launched a private member’s bill

at the end of June seeking new restrictions on the control of

mountain hares. This bill also seeks to severely restrict fox

control and a combined consultation on the two topics is

running until 15th September. The proposals would have an

enormous effect not only on hare and fox control but most

important of all, on livestock farming and our wildlife

conservation. They directly contradict the findings of the

Scottish Government’s review into the Protection of Wild

Mammals (Scotland) Act 2002 carried out by Lord Bonomy. He

concluded that further restrictions on the use of dogs in fox

control “could seriously compromise effective pest control in

the country”.

 

Lord Bonomy also concluded that “the use of packs of hounds

to flush out foxes to be shot remains a significant pest control

measure, both to control the general level of foxes in an area as

well as to address particular problems affecting a farm or

estate”.

 

We issued a cross-industry briefing on this legislation which is

available to read here: https://tinyurl.com/y524qbmv

https://tinyurl.com/y524qbmv


TOURISM

The grouse shooting season in Scotland is now well under way

and as expected, the west of Scotland has had relatively few

shooting days while the east has fared better, underlining the

importance of the sector to the Scottish rural economy. In

areas where shooting days have been cancelled hotels and

small businesses have reported the heavy impact it has on their

businesses. However, in areas where shoots are operating, the

resilience of visitors, particularly those coming from abroad,

remains evident. 

 

The Scottish Country Sports Tourism Group reports that there

are 270,000 visitor trips to Scotland per year for country sports,

with a value of £155m to the tourist economy. 

 

Grouse shooting is a significant driver of tourism to Scotland,

accounting for 20% of all country sports visitors who are

attracted by our world leading offering.

 



ADDITIONAL

INFORMATION

We hope this briefing has provided a

useful snapshot of the current issues

grouse moor managers are involved in.

 

We would be delighted to meet with

MSPs in the coming months to discuss

these matters in more detail - please do

not hesitate to contact us. 

 

CONTACTS

Scottish Land & Estates
Tim Baynes

Tim.Baynes@scottishlandandestates.co.uk

 

Scottish Gamekeepers Association
Alex Hogg

info@scottishgamekeepers.co.uk

 

BASC
Colin Shedden

Colin.Shedden@basc.org.uk

 

Scottish Countryside Alliance
Jamie Stewart

jamie-stewart@scottishcountrysidealliance.org

 

Scottish Association for Country Sports
(SACS)
Alex Stoddart

info@sacs.org.uk 

 

 


